Physical human-robot interaction(pHRI) is the most popular way to ensure the safety in robot surgery. Current research of pHRI in operation room focuses on the inside of the surgical area, which adapts virtual fixtures method for ensuring the safety of drag. But the safety problems caused by human error in the stage of dragging the robot from the outside surgical area to the inside surgical area are ignored. Therefore, a method of applying virtual fixtures to the outside of the surgical area is proposed to solve the safety issues during dragging stage outside surgical area. This method takes the kinematics model of human arm as the reference motion trajectory to construct the guided virtual fixtures, which is to restrict the robot movement in a defined area during the pHRI drag. This drag is based on admittance control method to improve safety and ensure flexibility. Experiment results show that the constructed guided virtual fixtures with the trajectory of the human arm model as the central axis, with radius 30mm, and restrict area 5mm can effectively limit the robot motion to a certain range. Simultaneously, the output speed of the robot in tangent direction of the central axis can well follow the change of the force applied by the doctor, and the output speed in the normal direction of the central axis can converge to zero stably at the pipeline boundary. Consequently, the purpose of improving the safety and flexibility of the surgical robot before surgical operation is realized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the first robotic brain surgery was performed by an industrial robot in 1985 [1] , various types of surgical robots had been used in different surgical environments due to the continuous update of robotics and the advance of modern control algorithms [2] . But it was shown that more than 260,000 medical devices accidents in 2018 counted by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 2,278 deaths (0.9% of the 260,000 reports), 88,367 users injuries (33.9%) according to operational problems with medical devices, and 169,213 device malfunctions (64.9%) [3] . The high frequency of surgical robot accidents leads to questions about the safety issue of surgical robots, in spite of improved efficiency and accuracy of surgical robots [4] . As a result, the current the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongping Pan . medical robots are increasingly inclined to construct a more natural, safer and more precise interaction between humans and robots [5] .
The safety of surgical robot can be improved though various software and hardware methods [6] such as tactile sensor [7] , CT imaging technology [8] , impedance /admittance control [9] - [12] and a series of adaptive control methods [13] . During the high-intensity, high-complexity and high-risk robotic surgical operating, doctors are required to intervene as much as possible in robotic movements to achieve accurate surgical requirements, which puts forward extremely high skills requirement for doctors [14] . Also, to apply the surgical robot to more complex surgical environment, safer and more intuitive pHRI control methods are needed during surgical operating [15] . A well-designed pHRI control strategy can not only lead to high precision and quick response of the robot but also rely on clinical experience and subjective control to ensure that the operation process is in high safe condition [16] . At present, the best way to solve the problem of pHRI safety is to use the impedance and admittance control method [17] - [20] . However, in view of the doctor's jitter during the robot drag, the reduction of accuracy and safety issues are caused. Then the virtual fixtures model is proposed for the pHRI method. Taylor et al. [21] applied virtual fixtures in the medical robot for the first time during robot assisted surgery.
In fact, virtual fixtures [22] , [23] are a guiding method complied in software which are used to limit the motion area of robot (i.e., Forbidden-Region Virtual Fixtures, FRVFs [16] ), or to move the robot along a given trajectory (i.e., Guided virtual Fixtures [24] , GVFs, including pipeline GVFs, vertebral GVFs and linear GVFs). In recent years, virtual fixtures have been widely used in various types of surgical robot. Seung et al. [25] proposed a virtual wall ''tactile guidance'' for a tumor removal surgical robotic system for minimizing damage to normal tissue. Liu et al. [26] proposed a preoperative planning method, which used the virtual fixtures principle to determine the collision-free reach of the needle. Vitrani and Poquet [27] applied virtual fixtures to the distal end of a minimally invasive surgical instrument for the purpose of improving surgical accuracy. Sutherland et al. [28] applied virtual fixtures to the neu-roArm robot to improve the safety of glioma surgery. SARA MOCCIA [29] proposed a virtual fixture-based strategy to control handheld robotic tools to help surgeons avoid damage to blood vessels during surgery.
In short, virtual fixtures control method is one of the most popular methods for surgeons and robotic systems to share subtasks execution [30] - [33] . Among all of the introduced researches in medical field, virtual fixtures are mainly used within the interactive area of surgical end instruments and tissue cutting. But it is not used during the robot moving from the outside surgical area to the inside surgical area while the robot follows the doctor's dragging process. In this case, human error will cause the robot to conflict with patients, surgical instruments, etc., so it is necessary to introduce a kind of GVFs to make the dragging safer. Pipeline GVFs are the most common method of GVFs in the point-to-point robot moving situations [24] . The key of pipeline GVFs is to construct the most suitable virtual pipeline. The difficulty in building the virtual pipeline is to select the most suitable virtual pipeline guide line. Researches had shown that when the human takes tools from the one point to the other point, the human central nervous system tends to select a unique trajectory among the infinite kinds of possible trajectories to adapt to the body's own motion law [34] . And some researchers believe that the flexibility of pHRI is greatly improved under the condition of satisfying the natural motion model of human arm [35] . Based on this, a method for constructing virtual fixtures of surgical robot is proposed in this paper, which based on the model of natural movement of the human arm to improve the safety and flexibility during the doctor dragging the robot.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the virtual fixtures model based on human arm kinematics is discussed in Section II, and human arm kinematics model construction and virtual pipeline experiments are described in Section III. Finally, conclusion and discussion are presented in Section IV.
II. A VIRTUAL FIXTURES MODEL BASED ON HUMAN ARM KINEMATICS A. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF ADMITTANCE CONTROL
Admittance control is to establish a dynamic connection between the motion of the end of the robot and the force exerted by the operator, providing a highly reliable compliance control for the robot system. The general form of admittance control is as follows:
is virtual inertia, virtual damping, virtual stiffness respectively, F h is the force exerted to the end of robot by the operator, x 0 , x d is the initial position coordinate and the final position coordinate. In the speed-based admittance control, M d and K d can be ignored [36] . Thence, equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:
It can be seen that as long as the direction of V in the dragging process is limited, that is, V in the direction of dangerous boundary is eliminated, while the V in the direction of safety is retained, so that safe robot dragging can be realized, then the human's motion can be restricted in the defined area, so as to achieve a safer pHRI. This restriction of movement in a certain direction is called virtual fixtures. The principle of virtual fixtures implementation will be elaborated in detail below.
B. PIPELINE GVFS
The pipeline GVFs model is shown in Fig.1(a) [24] and Fig.1(b) , where ϕ (t) is the pipeline guidance line, and the appropriate pipeline guide line model is constructed according to the ideal trajectory of dragged the robot; r is the pipeline radius, which is determined by the surgical environment and actual surgical operation. The virtual pipeline constructed above can meet the safety requirements of the pHRI. Also, the virtual pipeline constructed is the main factor in improving the safety of robotic surgery.
The cross section of the tool end point in the virtual pipeline is shown in Fig.1 (b), where P tool denotes the end point of the tool, P min denotes the closest point to P tool in trajectory ϕ (t), d is the distance between P min and P tool . A spatial coordinate system is established based on n, τ , ζ . The force F h applied by the operator is decomposed into three parts in the spatial coordinate system including component F τ along the tangential direction of ϕ (t), component F n along the tangential direction of the trajectory ϕ (t) and component F ζ the tangential direction of the pipeline cross section:
in which D τ denotes projection matrix in the τ direction. At the same reason, D n , D ζ can be obtained. So, equation (1) can be revised to:
F τ indicates the force of guiding the robot along the trajectory; F n indicates the force of guiding the robot to deviate or approach the trajectory; F ζ indicates the force of guiding the robot to rotate around the trajectory. In (6) , the separations of the applied force F h have the same guiding effect in n, τ , ζ . That is to say, the movement of the robot end tool is isotropic.
To constrain the movement of the robot inside the virtual pipe, it is necessary to conditionally limit the guiding effect of F n . Therefore, the coefficient c n ∈ [0, 1] is introduced. The motion of the robot's end tool becomes anisotropic. Consequently, equation (6) can be rewritten as follows:
When the robot is in the area 1 , it can be dragged casually by operator; When the robot is in the area 2 , and the robot has a tendency to be dragged into the area 3 , F n will be limited by c n , which adopts a linear relationship and gradually become zero; When the robot is in the area 3 , the guiding effect of F n will be limited completely. Therefore, it results in (8) , as shown at the bottom of this page. When c n = 1, indicates virtual fixtures are ''soft'', in other words, movement in all directions is allowed. In contrast, when c n = 0, that indicates virtual fixtures are ''hard'', which only permits motion in 1 and 2 .
C. HUMAN ARM KINEMATICS MODEL
To establish a mathematical model of the body's own laws of motion, a mathematical model based on ''minimum jerk'' and optimization theory was proposed according to the human arm kinematics model [35] . The model of human arm kinematics can be written as in (9) , shown at the bottom of this page, where t denotes time of motion, a, b and c denote the undetermined coefficient.
Then the human arm kinematics model ϕ (t) is used as the virtual fixtures guidance curve in Fig.1(a) to ensure that the doctor dragging the robot meets human motion characteristics and the flexibility of pHRI is greatly improved.
III. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT PLATFORM
The experiment platform was established for determining the trajectory of the human hand and verifying the effectiveness of the proposed pipeline GVFs as shown in Fig.2(a) . The optical tracking device acquired the real-time position information of the position tracker when the operator dragged the arm movement. A special designed fixture, which can either hold the tool or install the maker, is installed at the end of the robot, so the posture NDI Tool T of the end of the tool in the NDI system is got. Similarly, NDI Object T is gain by installing maker in the target coordinate system. So the posture Object Tool T of the end point of the tool in the target coordinate system can be calculated according to (10) . And the schematic diagram of coordinate transformation relationship is shown in Fig.2(b) .
We designed a surgical operation model based on the actual orthopedic operation procedure. Supposing point A is the starting point of the robot and point B is a certain point in the surgical area. According to the operation of orthopedic surgery, the doctor needs to drag the robotic surgery tool from point A to point B.
B. PARAMETERS OF HUMAN ARM KINEMATICS MODEL 1) DATE COLLECTION
An experiment was designed to calculate parameters of human arm kinematics model to complete the model construction for meeting the flexibility of the doctor to drag the robot movement and providing a reference standard for constructing the pipeline GVFs. Therefore, 10 interns (5 men and 5 women) were invited to participate in this experiment. The subject held the position tracker and moved naturally from point A to point B and the NDI recorded the motion information of the dragging process.
The experiment methods are as the followings:
<1> Each subject dragged the robot repeating five times from point A to point B. <2> The exercise time t f was recorded for each experiment.
Due to the different movement time of each experiment, the movement time of each experiment was normalized in order to facilitate data processing and clear contrast movement trajectory. The time proportional coefficient µ = t/t f was introduced. <3> By fitting the position information collected by each subject, the motion trajectories in the X,Y and Z directions and the actual motion trajectories in the three-dimensional space can be obtained. Then, the ''minimum jerk'' mathematical model was used to calculated the real model of the human arm kinematics model.
2) DATA FITTING AND THE PARAMETERS CALCULATING
The human arm movement trajectory was fitted and showed in the X, Y, and Z directions and the trajectory of human arm movement in three-dimensional space respectively by Matlab Software (Mathworks Inc.) as shown in Fig.3 . The human arm kinematics model was shown in (11) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where (x A , y A , z A ) = (0, 0, 0) means the starting point. (x AB , y AB , z AB ) = (400, 173, 173) means the termination point. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the fitted trajectory was calculated in Table. 1. 
C. PIPELINE GVFS EXPERIMENT 1) EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
After the human arm kinematics model was established, a guide line for pipeline GVFs can be used by this trajectory.
And virtual pipeline radius was determined by comparing and analyzing the experimental result of freely dragging robot with the experimental result of human hand spontaneous movement. According to the method of human arm kinematics model, an experiment was performed to complete the establishment of the virtual pipeline. Under the same experimental conditions as in the previous experiment, an intern was invited to participate in the experiment. First of all, to realize the doctors' smooth dragging of the robot, it was necessary to determine the damping coefficient B d in the admittance control in (8) . According to the experimental methods [9] , set B d = 0.5N · s/mm, which was suitable for human-robot dragging in the operating room; Then the subject dragged the robot from point A to point B and repeated 5 times. Finally, in the experiment without the GVFs, the maximum offset D max = 44.94mm as shown in Fig.4 was found, and the distance difference of the experimental trajectory and the human arm kinematics model less than 40mm accounted for 97% of the total data and the distance difference less than 30mm accounted for 71%. Therefore, the radius of the virtual pipeline was set to r = 30mm and the distance of restrict zone was 5mm, which considered not only the flexibility of the dragging, but also that such a pipeline will not cause safety problems in the actual operation.
After establishment of pipeline GVFs, the intern was also invited to complete the experiment of the pipeline GVFs, who dragged the robot from point A to point B and repeated five times under the virtual pipeline constraint condition. At the same time, the drag force of the subject on the robot and the real-time speed of the robot were collected for verifying the validity of the pipeline GVFs.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The pipeline GVFs constructed above was used as a constraint to drag robot motion experiment. Fig.5 showed the distance between the robot end tool position and the VOLUME 7, 2019 experimental trajectories of dragging robot with virtual pipeline. After the design of the virtual fixtures algorithm, the experimental trajectories of dragging robot were constrained in the virtual pipeline. The error between the robot end tool position under the condition of exceeding the boundary and the boundary of virtual pipeline was shown in Table. 2, it can be seen that the constructed virtual pipeline can meet the safety requirements of the surgical robot drag process.
Furthermore, the flexibility of the dragging process was also verified here. The 1st experimental trajectory was selected to analysis the force and velocity, whose motion trajectory was the closest to the human arm kinematics model and the best to reflect the control effect of the pipeline GVFs. Applied force and tool end speed of the virtual fixtures experiment changed in three directions of τ , n, ζ were shown in Fig.6 . The experimental results showed that from the force and velocity models in the τ direction( Fig.6(a) ), the velocity in the τ direction changed exactly with the change of the applied force and was not affected by the pipeline virtual fixture algorithm during the entire drag process. In Fig.5 , it can be seen from the velocity curve of the n direction( Fig.6(b) ) that the tool end point reached the boundary line from the safe area 1 through the transition area 2 and remains moving near the boundary line at µ ≈ 0.21∼0.8. The output speed at the end of the tool gradually converged to zero and remained steadily near zero during this time although the force was always present. Fig.6 (c) showed the change of the applied force and the output speed in the ζ direction. It can be seen that the velocity and force fluctuate greatly during the whole movement. The main reason was that the force in the ζ direction produced the motion around the central axis of the pipeline. The dragging robot was mainly in the two directions of τ , n and the force in the ζ direction was mainly caused by the shaking of the human hand, so it was not used as a criterion for judging the control effect. In summary, the pipeline GVFs algorithm based on the human hand kinematics model can effectively ensure the safety and flexibility of the dragging robot.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a surgical robot virtual fixtures construction method was proposed based on human arm kinematics model to overcome the safety problems caused by human error when the doctor dragged the robot from the initial position of the surgical robot to the surgical operation area. The proposed method combined the human arm kinematics model to construct reasonable pipeline GVFs for constraining pHRI motion. The method can effectively help the doctor to drag the robot into the key operation area and avoid potential collisions and conflicts among the surgical instruments, surgeons and patients at any time.
The pipeline GVFs experiments and results show that the virtual fixtures control algorithm based on the human arm kinematics model can effectively prevent surgical instruments from exceeding the planned range of motion. The method can fulfill the safety and flexibility requirements of the medical robot and can perform the operation task smoothly and efficiently.
In view of the flexibility of the robot, there is a control deviation when the joint angle of the robot is converted to the Cartesian space at the end, so in the actual experiment, there will be an error of 0.29mm beyond the boundary, which is caused by the rigidity of the robot itself. However, the deviation did not affect the overall control effect and the safety of the operation. In short, our research provides a technological innovation and breakthrough for the further realization of clinical and commercial uses of the surgical robot. YUCUN He is currently a Distinguished Professor and the Dean of the School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Soochow University, Suzhou, China. He is also a Doctoral Tutor, a recipient of the National Outstanding Youth Fund, and a Distinguished Professor of Education. His current research interests include micronano robot, medical robot, and advanced robot mechanism and control.
